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Abstract

Crossing is a fundamental paradigm for target selection in human-computer interaction

systems. This paradigm was first introduced to virtual reality (VR) interactions by Tu et al., who
investigated its performance in comparison to pointing, and concluded that crossing is generally no less
effective than pointing and has unique advantages. However, owing to the characteristics of VR
interactions, there are still many factors to consider when applying crossing to a VR environment. Thus,
this review summarizes the main techniques for object selection in VR and crossing-related studies. Then,
factors that may affect crossing interactions are analyzed from the perspectives of the input space and
visual space. The aim of this study is to provide a reference for future studies on target selection based on
the crossing paradigm in virtual reality.
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1 Introduction
Virtual reality (VR) consists of a computer simulation system that can generate three-dimensional (3D)
virtual environments. VR provides users with a visual representation of the simulation, which allows them
to interact with objects in the 3D space. Human-computer interaction provides multiple interaction modes
for VR according to different functions and purposes. This paradigm was first introduced to virtual reality
(VR) interactions by Tu et al., [1]. For example, professional devices, such as head-mounted displays, data
gloves, or joystick controllers, allow users to perceive and manipulate various virtual objects in real time
with a realistic feeling.
Target acquisition is a basic task in the VR environment. An effective target selection method enables
users to perceive and manipulate virtual objects in a natural manner. As illustrated in Figure 1, there are
two mainstream VR target selection categories: ray-casting techniques[2-5] and virtual hand techniques[6-8].
Virtual hand techniques simulate the movement of the human hand through the motion of VR sensors.
The advantage of virtual hand techniques is that they simulate human hands for target selection, in line
with users habits of operating objects in the real world. However, the virtual hand technique has some
www.vr-ih.com
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limitations. For example, it is difficult to choose
distant targets[7].
Ray-casting techniques can easily allow the
selection of distant objects, and require relatively
small hand movements, and so they have come to
represent the main selection method in current
commercial VR devices (such as Oculus Rift and Figure 1

Target selection techniques in VR. (a) Ray-

HTC Vive). Many studies have verified that ray- casting techniques; (b) Virtual hand techniques.
casting techniques are superior to virtual hand techniques[9,10]. However, when ray-casting techniques select
a distant or small target, a Heisenberg effect occurs (the hand needs to maintain a stable posture when
selecting the target, but in practice the hand may shake), and so the target selection accuracy is decreased.
To address this limitation, some studies[11-13] have increased the size of the ray cursor to improve the
performances of ray-casting target selection techniques. However, large ray cursors may select multiple
targets simultaneously. While this can be mitigated by employing ambiguous elimination methods to
determine the intended target, this increases the selection time[13].
Tu et al. [1] first introduced the crossing paradigm to VR for target acquisition in 2018. The crossingbased target selection method implies that the target can be selected by crossing the boundary of the target.
They studied the crossing-based target selection performance in the VR environment for the first time, in
comparison to pointing-based target selection
interactions (Figure 2). Two experiments were
performed to cross discs in a 3D space and straight
lines on a two-dimensional (2D) plane. Five
factors were considered in their experiments: the
task difficulty, direction of movement constraint
[14]
(collinear vs orthogonal), nature of the task Figure 2 Two target selection paradigms . (a) Pointing;

(discrete vs continuous), field of view of the VR

(b) Crossing.

device, and target depth.
The experimental results showed that the crossing-based selection method could compensate effectively
for or replace the pointing selection method. Furthermore, the selection task based on the crossing
paradigm can be modelled by Fitts' law. It was also observed that the target depth has a significant impact
on the performance of a crossing interaction. For the two tasks of selecting a disc in 3D space and selecting
a straight line on a 2D plane, clear differences were observed in terms of the operation time, error rate, and
Fitts' model parameters. On the basis of these findings, the authors proposed several suggestions for
crossing-based target selection design in VR. For example, when selecting small or distant targets, priority
should be given to the crossing paradigm. For continuous crossing-selection operations, the target can be
orthogonal or collinear with the direction of motion, and for discrete crossing-selection operations the
target should be collinear with the direction of motion.
Tu et al.'s research laid the theoretical foundation for applying the crossing paradigm to VR interactions.
However, their study only considered five factors. If the crossing paradigm is to be applied to more general
VR environments, then the characteristics of VR interactions should be more comprehensively taken into
account. In view of this goal, this review systematically summarizes a number of factors affecting crossing
interactions in VR environments from the perspe-ctive of the input space and visual space and proposes a
corresponding category framework. The purpose of this work is to provide a reference for better utilization
of the crossing paradigm in VR.
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2 Crossing-related studies
Fitts' law[15] can be used to model the task time in the crossing paradigm. Therefore, Fitts' law will first be
briefly introduced here before introducing related research on crossing. The law has been extensively
employed to predict target selection times in human-computer interactions. It can be expressed by the
formula
and the difficulty index (ID) is defined as

T = a + blog2 ( D/W + 1 )

(1)

ID = log2 ( D/W + 1 )

(2)

Here, a and b are empirical parameters, which depend on the specific physical characteristics of pointing
devices and other factors such as operators and environments; D represents the target distance; and W
represents the target size. The time at which the pointing device reaches the target is proportional to D and
inversely proportional to W. This law has provided an important theoretical basis for studying the crossing
paradigm.
The crossing paradigm has been applied to various interaction scenarios since its introduction. The
following provides a summary of crossing research from four aspects: crossing with a pen input, mouse
input, direct touch, and in a VR environment.

2.1 Crossing with a pen input
The crossing paradigm was first introduced for pen input, which was first proposed by Accot et al. in an
experiment of deriving the Steering law[16]. Subsequently, in 2002 Accot and Zhai[14] first examined the
crossing paradigm as a complement to the pointing interaction. For an indirect pen input, they found that
the completion time of each task depended on the ID of Fitts' law for four crossing tasks and two pointing
tasks. In cases with the same ID, the time for the crossing task was no longer than that for the pointing
task. Inspired by the work of Accot et al., which was based on an indirect pen input (the pen input and
display were separated), Forlines and Balakrishnan designed six tasks (four crossing tasks and two
pointing tasks) similar to those of the Accot[14] experiment based on indirect and direct pen inputs[17]. The
results showed that the performance of a crossing-based direct input were superior to those for an indirect
input. The pointing-based direct input was observed to be essentially equivalent to the indirect input. It was
found that the times for the pointing- and crossing-based target selections were reduced after tactile
feedback was added. Such results indicate that reasonable feedback could shorten the target selection time.
In terms of crossing-based applications, Apitz and Guimbretièreproposed a pen-based drawing
application called Cross Y, which employed crossing rather than pointing as its target acquisition
method[18]. Their work demonstrated the feasibility of a crossing-based interactive interface, and that the
crossing interaction could integrate multiple commands into one stroke, unlike the pointing interaction. In
2008, Dixon et al. explored the minimum space requirements for pointing- and crossing-based dialog boxes
from the perspective of the interface design[19]. Their results showed that the space requirements with
crossing-based dialog boxes were smaller than for pointing-based cases. On this basis, they proposed a
revised crossing-based dialog box design.
In general, the crossing paradigm introduced for pen interactions was proved to supplement the pointing
paradigm. It has advantages in the selection of continuous targets, and the convenience for selecting
multiple targets through one stroke is greater than for the pointing paradigm.
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2.2 Crossing with a mouse input
Some studies have also focused on crossing with a mouse input. Previous studies have shown that patients
with motor disabilities face considerable challenges when using traditional mice and trackballs. One
challenge is to locate the mouse cursor in a limited target area. Another is to perform accurate pointing.
These problems may make it very difficult for people with motor disabilities to point on a graphical
interface. To address this problem, Wobbrock et al. introduced crossing into mouse interaction. Because
pointing-based target selection requires the mouse cursor to cross the boundary of the target, crossingbased target selection can circumvent the abovementioned problems[20]. Their research results showed that
the crossing paradigm was superior to the pointing paradigm for users with motor disabilities, and they
provided design guidance for crossing-based target selection interfaces for mouse interactions.
For mouse interaction applications, Dragicevicproposed combining crossing and paper interactions to
drag and drop files between overlapping windows[21]. In 2008, Sulaiman et al. designed an attribute gate
technique based on the crossing paradigm[22]. This can be utilized to solve the problem of setting object
attributes and moving objects simultaneously on a digital desktop. It also allows users to operate multiple
subtasks in a sliding motion. Yoshikawa et al. proposed four design principles for crossing small goals on
the desktop, namely ease of use, security, efficiency, and scalability for users with motor disabilities[23].
Perin et al. designed a multi-slider simultaneous control technique based on the crossing paradigm[24]. This
made use of the characteristics of the crossing paradigm to easily select continuous targets.

2.3 Crossing with direct touch
As touch input has been increasingly adopted in mobile phones, tablets, and other devices, some studies
have introduced the crossing paradigm into this interactive mode. In 2014, Luo and Vogel investigated the
crossing paradigm with direct touch interactions for the first time[25], and designed six tasks similar to those
of Accot et al. [14]. The research results showed that crossing took no longer than pointing with direct touch.
Unlike indirect pen and mouse interactions, not all types of direct touch tasks could be accurately modeled
by Fitts' law. The results provided necessary support for crossing-based interactions in touch interfaces.
In addition, many crossing-based application techniques have been designed. In 2015, Luo and Vogel
designed the pin-and-cross technique based on their previous research on direct touch[26]. This can present
pop-up menus after the first touch or drag. These menus have a line segment as a pin, and each pin
corresponds to a command. When the user crosses the corresponding pin with their finger, the
corresponding command is executed. Users can transmit various commands (such as paste and copy) to the
target while dragging it. From the pin-and-cross and fold-and-drop techniques, it can be inferred that the
crossing paradigm can be combined with other interactive paradigms, such as dragging.
The application of the crossing paradigm is not limited to devices such as tablets or mobile phones.
Intelligent touch control technology has gradually become a popular topic. Researchers have begun to
consider how to incorporate the target selection function in gesture designs, to enable users to control
intelligent appliances. Owing to the conflict between the pointing paradigm and gestures concerning
continuity, Ren et al. proposed a crossing-based gesture in the design of interactive TV gestures to solve
the problem of gesture separators[27]. They combined the crossing paradigm with gestures, and proposed a
new approach for target selection in virtual environments.

2.4 Crossing in a VR environment
With the development of VR technology in recent years, target selection in VR environments has become a
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popular topic in the VR and human-computer interaction fields. It is difficult to select distant and small
targets based on ray-casting pointing techniques. Given the advantages of crossing over pointing, Tu et al.[1]
introduced the crossing paradigm into VR for the first time. The results showed that the performance of the
crossing paradigm was no worse than that of the pointing paradigm, and it was verified that the target
acquisition time in VR can be modeled by Fitts' law. They also provided VR developers with suggestions
and guidance for designing VR interfaces. However, there are many other factors that Tu et al. did not
consider, such as the selection of occluded targets, so that their conclusions may not be more widely
employed in VR interactions. This study will analyze a number of factors concerning crossing in VR
environments, to extend the usability of the crossing paradigm in VR.

3 Results
Because VR involves a 3D environment, interactions in VR are different from those with a pen, mouse, or
touch. In view of such differences, this section proposes a classification framework, and analyzes the
factors in virtual environments from the perspectives of the input space and visual space (Table 1).
Table 1

Classification framework of factors affecting the crossing interaction in a VR environment

Category Factors

Factor Details

Influence

Input
space

Virtual hand

Difficulties in selecting distant targets

Ray-casting

Difficulties in selecting small targets

Manual switch

Manually adjust C/D ratio

Target oriented switch

Dynamically adjust the C/D ratio according to the target distance

Speed oriented switch

Dynamically adjust the C/D ratio according to input device speed

Visual feedback

Need good eyesight

Tactile Feedback

Reduce the time of target selection; affect the accuracy of selection to
some extent
Easy to expose privacy, need to wear headphones

Input Mode

Control-Display
Ratio

Feedback Type

Audio feedback
Visual
space

Target Dimension 2D

Target Shape

Target Depth

Crossing performs better than 3D

3D

Crossing performed worse than 2D

Distant and small targets

The crossing paradigm is better than the pointing paradigm

Flat targets

The crossing paradigm is better than the pointing paradigm

Environment with background

Better perception of depth information

Environment without background

Poor perception of depth information

Target Distance
and Size

Reduce the distance between targets Shorten the time of target selection
Increase the size of targets

Shorten the time of target selection

Field of View

Targets in the field of view

No need for the head to locate targets; save time for target selection

Targets outside the field of view

Need for the head to locate targets

Proximity

Switch viewpoints to solve occlusion problems

Intersection

Combine traditional methods with the crossing paradigm to better
solve occlusion problems
Combine traditional methods with the crossing paradigm to better
solve occlusion problems
Combine traditional methods with the crossing paradigm to better
solve occlusion problems

Occlusion

Enclosement
Containment

3.1 Input space
This section analyzes crossing in VR environments in terms of three factors for the input space. First,
unlike pen, mouse, and touch inputs, the main input methods of VR are ray-casting and virtual hand
techniques. Second, the control-display ratio is an important factor affecting the accuracies of input devices
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in the input space. Finally, the feedback types of the input space also impact the performance of crossing.

3.1.1 Input mode
The input mode is undoubtedly a major factor affecting crossing in VR. The traditional input methods are
the pen, mouse, and direct touch. For example, the six tasks proposed by Accot et al.[14] in 2002 to compare
crossing and pointing were based on a pen input. Wobbrock et al. [20] introduced crossing for mouse
interactions in 2008, and demonstrated the feasibility. Luo et al. [25] designed a set of the same six tasks as
Accot et al.

[14]

. The only difference was that the input mode was changed from pen to direct touch. They

found that the crossing performance with direct touch differed from those for the pen and mouse. The time
for the clicking task could not be modeled by Fitts' law. From the above research, it can be concluded that
the performance of crossing varies across different input modes.
The main input mode in VR is the ray-casting technique. Many studies have verified the effectiveness of
the ray-casting technique. The major VR devices, such as Oculus Rift and HTC Vive, use the ray-casting
technique to select targets. Tu et al.[1] combined the crossing and ray-casting techniques, and found that raycasting crossing outperformed that ray-casting pointing for many tasks. As another complementary
technology for target selection, the virtual hand technique has its own advantages in some cases. Its unique
virtual hand is more in line with human cognition, and can increase user immersion. Being restricted by the
inaccuracy in selecting small or distant targets in the VR environment, it is not widely employed. However,
if the virtual hand technique and crossing paradigm can be combined to solve the problem of selection,
then the virtual hand technique may be more widely adopted.
Hence, input methods impact crossing interactions in VR environments. For example, crossing-based
ray casting can solve the problem of small target selection, while the virtual hand is more in line with a
user's habits when selecting close targets.

3.1.2 Control-display ratio
The control-display ratio is abbreviated as the "C/D ratio". This represents the ratio of the moving distance
between a controller and cursor. When the ratio is large, the sensitivity of the controller is low. In this case,
the controller moves for a long distance, and the cursor moves for a short distance. For ray-casting
techniques in VR environments, when the target is close to the user the motion of the cursor is relatively
small. Then, the control sensitivity is low, and a larger motion leads to less cursor motion, so that the user
may select the target more accurately. When the target is far away from the user, the motion of the cursor is
large. At this time, the control sensitivity is high. A smaller motion leads to greater cursor motion, and the
user cannot select a distant target very accurately. Therefore, the C / D ratio is another important factor
affecting the crossing performance in a VR environment. The movement of the pointer is controlled
according to human motion in the direct input environment (pen or finger). The VR environment contains a
large space, and the display interface represents the entire 3D space. However, the scope of control is only
in the range of people's activities, and so choosing the correct C/D ratio has always been a key issue in the
research on target acquisition in VR. For example, Poupyrev et al. [7] proposed a dynamic C/D ratio method
to solve the problem that virtual hands cannot select distant targets. They adjusted the C/D ratio based on
the distance between the user's hand and torso, increasing the target selection range of the virtual hand
technique. Techniques based on the C/D ratio in virtual environments can now be divided into three categories:
manual switching, target-oriented, and speed-oriented techniques.
The manual switching technique allows users to manually control the C/D ratio. For example, Vogel et
al. proposed the utilization of gestures to manually adjust the C/D ratio for the ray-casting technique[28].
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The target-oriented technique increases the C/D ratio as the selection tool enters or approaches the target.
For example, Andujar et al. proposed a technique for automatically adjusting the C / D ratio based on the
width and height of the graphical user interface window, to achieve a lower target selection error rate[29].
The speed-oriented technique dynamically adjusts the C/D ratio based on the speed of the input device.
For example, the PRISM technique proposed by Frees and Kessler[30] applies a speed-oriented C / D ratio
technique to target selection in a 3D space.
These C/D ratio techniques have been applied to the virtual hand technique. If the control/display ratio
can be dynamically adjusted, then the ray-casting technique based on crossing can enhance the selection
efficiency. Specifically, when the ray is close to the target the C/D ratio is increased to improve the target
selection accuracy, and when the ray is far away from the target the C/D ratio is decreased to improve the
motion efficiency of the controller. In general, the former is intended to improve the accuracy of the
selection, while the latter is intended to increase the speed of selection.
The manual switching technique requires manual control by the user. This is inconvenient to use, and is
not widely employed. Nowadays, target-oriented and speed-oriented automatic switching techniques are
widely employed in the VR environment. It is of considerable research value to select different C/D ratios
according to the distance or speed of the ray relative to the target to optimize target selection based on
crossing.

3.1.3 Feedback type
For pen, mouse, and touch inputs, the main feedback type for crossing is visual feedback. In 2008, Forlines
et al.studied the impact of tactile feedback on pointing and crossing tasks for a pen input[17]. Their results
showed that tactile feedback could reduce the target selection time to a certain extent, most obviously in
the crossing task. In addition, they hypothesized that tactile confirmation of a successful selection allows
users to move onto the next target selection task more quickly. In other words, the benefit of tactile
feedback is not that it improves the selection time, but rather that it provides confirmation of the selection
without requiring visual attention. In 2014, Stuerzlinger[31] found that in the 3D pointing environment the
error rate with highlighting of the target was half that with tactile feedback, but the target selection time
was increased. In the study of Tu et al. [1], visual and audio feedback were combined. Visual feedback was
utilized to change the color of the target, and audio feedback was provided to remind users when the target
was not selected. Visual and tactile feedback also have limitations. If the user's vision is not very good
when selecting small or distant targets, then the effect of visual is considerably decreased. Tactile feedback
is transmitted to the user through vibration of the controller, which may affect the target selection accuracy.
However, not all tactile feedback in the virtual environment is rendered through the controller: it can be
rendered through other hardware. Under the premise that tactile transmission does not affect the user,
tactile feedback can be given priority. After all, visual feedback is affected by occlusion. Audio feedback
does not suffer from the problem of affecting the user's control as tactile feedback does, nor from occlusion
problems. However, audio feedback may breach privacy, although this can be solved by wearing
headphones in a single-user environment. Therefore, in VR environments different feedback modes should
be selected for different situations. Different feedback modes have different effects on crossing-based
target selection.
In summary, the setting of the feedback mode in the VR environment is crucial for crossing-based target
selection, and researchers and designers should select the appropriate feedback mode according to the
specific situation.
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3.2 Visual space
This section analyzes the crossing performance in a VR environment from the perspective of the visual
space. Specifically, this section is focused on six factors: the target dimension, target shape, target depth,
target distance and size, field of view, and occlusion. First, because there are both 3D and 2D objects in a
3D virtual space, the dimension of an objects affect the performance of crossing-based target selection.
Second, when the user selects a target in the VR environment, the shape of the target is an important
contributing factor. For example, crossing is convenient when selecting a flat target, but may be slower
than pointing for large cubes. Third, as a major research focus in VR the field of view is also an important
factor in determining the crossing performance. Fourth, it can be observed from Fitts' law that the distance
to and size of the target are important factors affecting crossing in VR. Fifth, one of the reasons why
crossing in 3D space is different from that in 2D space is that depth information is included in 3D space,
and so the target depth influences the crossing performance. Finally, occlusion is also an important factor
affecting the performance of crossing in VR.

3.2.1 Target dimension
The dimension of the target is a major factor in target selection in VR. The pen, mouse, hand, and other
traditional input environments have mainly 2D targets, while VR environments have 3D targets. For
example, the studies[3,8,28] consider the selection of 3D objects. There are also 2D targets (mainly for menus
or toolbox interfaces) [32-36], which consider 2D objects in 3D space. Pierce et al. [12] proposed image-plane
interaction technology to transform a 3D target in space into a 2D target in a plane, and optimized the
virtual hand technology. It can be concluded that virtual hand technology is more suitable for target
selection in a 2D plane. In an experiment on crossing-based target selection, Tu et al. [1] found that selecting
a line segment on a 2D plane was faster and more accurate than selecting a disc in a 3D space, but the
reverse was true for the pointing task. Therefore, researchers should fully consider the target dimension to
improve the target selection efficiency when designing crossing-based interaction interfaces.

3.2.2 Target shape
Objects have many shapes in VR environments. It is not very convenient in ray-casting pointing to select
small or far away targets, especially targets such as discs and line segments. Therefore, researchers have
begun to enhance the ray-casting technique, and have proposed the spotlight technique[37], silk cursor
technique[8], and others to solve the problem of selecting small targets. Tu et al. introduced the crossing
paradigm into VR to solve the small target selection problem[1]. The targets in their experimental tasks
consist of discs and line segments, and the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of crossing
in selecting such small targets. Of course, the crossing paradigm only supplements the pointing paradigm.
Not all target shapes are suited to selection by crossing. For example, the speed of pointing is clearly faster
than that of crossing when selecting large spheres. This is because the rays need to be moved a long
distance when crossing the sphere, in which case the pointing performance is better than that of crossing.
Therefore, crossing does not provide a complete replacement for pointing, but rather has a complementary
relationship with pointing in VR. When designing crossing interactions, the shape of the target should be
small or flat, so that the advantages of crossing can be fully exploited.
In summary, the impact of the target shape on the crossing performance should be considered in VR.
Relevant researchers and developers should understand what target shapes are suitable for the pointing
paradigm, and which are suitable for the crossing paradigm.
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3.2.3 Target depth
A significant difference between VR and non-VR target selection is that there is a depth dimension in the
VR environment. The target depth refers to the distance between the target and user. A virtual target can be
located in various positions in the virtual environment, which leads to different target depths. The most
intuitive effect of the depth is that for targets of an identical size, the larger the depth the smaller the image
in the user' view, and vice versa. In general, the depth of the target determines the size of the target when
viewed by the user. As an important feature in VR, depth has attracted considerable research focus. For
example, in the studies[38,39] on pointing-based 3D target selection in a VR environment, the depth is
considered as an important factor, and many studies have considered depth perception in a VR
environment[40,41]. Tu et al. [1] utilized depth information as a control variable, to study the effects of different
depths on crossing and pointing tasks. The experimental results showed that depth information has a
significant impact on crossing tasks. At the same time, to increase the accuracy of the user's depth
perception, they added a background environment (a textured wall) to help users better perceive the spatial
depth. In addition, Tu's research[38, 42, 43] also added similar background environments to enhance the user's
depth perception. The official Oculus documents also explicitly limit the range of the target depth,
preferably between 0.75m and 3.5m. Therefore, the depth of the target is an important factor in crossing
selection in a VR environment. An appropriate background environment can enhance the user's depth
perception.

3.2.4 Target distance and size
The target distance and size directly impact the selection of a crossing-based target in a VR environment.
Common approaches to shortening the selection time include increasing the target size and shortening the
target distance. For example, Dachselt et al. [44] reduced the value of the ID and the difficulty of a task by
minimizing the distances between targets, which led to a shorter target selection time. However, certain
problems occur when this method is employed in the crossing paradigm. If the boundary of the target is too
close, then it may become unclear, resulting in multiple choices or the wrong choice.
Another approach is to increase the size of the target. For example, Vanacken et al.utilized bubble cursor
technology for VR interactions[6]. By increasing the activation area of the target, the size of the target was
actually increased, making the selection of the target easier. Argelaguet et al.proposed increasing the target
size in 3D space to reduce the selection difficulty, but this technology cannot be utilized in a spatial
environment in which the relationships between objects are particularly complex[45]. Tu et al. proved
through their experiments that crossing and pointing in a VR environment obeyed Fitts' law, so that the
location and size of the target directly affect the crossing performance[1]. Therefore, researchers and
designers should consider the size and distance of the target when designing an interface, to make the
target acquisition easier and faster. When designing crossing-based interactions, the target size can be
appropriately increased or the target distance can be reduced to improve the target selection efficiency.

3.2.5 Field of view
The field of view is an important factor affecting a user's immersion in VR. In the real world, the effective
horizontal field of view of the human eye is approximately 200° , and the vertical field of view is
approximately 130° . However, the field of view for mainstream VR devices is significantly smaller than
for human eyes. For example, the Oculus Rift CV1 has a horizontal and vertical fields of view of
approximately 80° and 90° , respectively. A narrow field of view has been shown to affect human
performance in navigation, manipulation, spatial perception, and visual search tasks, and even to disrupt
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the coordination of our eye and head movements[46,47]. Lin et al. [48] studied the effect of the field of view on
user performance in a virtual environment in 2002. From data on 10 participants for four fields of view
(60°, 100°, 140°, and 180°), they revealed that participants' performances were better for a larger field of
view. Xiao et al. [49] increased the horizontal field of view to 190° through a sparse external display, and
their research suggested that this approach helped to reduce nausea in patients with motion sickness. Tu et
al. [1] considered the horizontal field of view of the Oculus Rift CV1 to be only approximately 80° , and
designed angles between two targets and the human eye of 20.4° and 90.2°, respectively. Because only one
target appeared in the field of view at 90.2°, the user needed to turn their head when selecting the target,
and in the case of 20.4° both targets appeared in the field of view, and the user did not need to turn their
head. These studies indicate that the field of view of a VR device plays an important role in the crossing
performance. Therefore, when designing a crossing interaction scheme the inherent field of view of the
device and the angles between targets should be fully considered.

3.2.6 Occlusion
Occlusion between objects is undoubtedly an important factor in crossing-based selection for VR. When a
target is occluded by other objects, this increases the difficulty for users to select the target. In the worst
cases, users cannot select the target at all. With the development of VR technology, the relationships
between objects in virtual environments will become increasingly complex. Therefore, the selection of
occluded targets has become one of the most important aspects in VR. Although the removal of occluded
objects by dragging and rotating operations in VR is a common solution[50,51], with the increasing
complexity of virtual environments and the increasing numbers of objects in space, this approach cannot
effectively solve the problem of target occlusion in a complex environment. Therefore, Elmqvist et al. [52]
classified the occlusion positions of objects in complex space environments into four categories:
Proximity: Two objects are close, but not in contact. At this time, occlusion occurs from some
viewpoints, but there is no occlusion from other viewpoints.
Intersection: Two objects are partially intersecting, and are occluded from any point of view.
Enclosement: An object is in the interior of another object, such as a room and an object in the room. At
this time, the object can be seen from the interior view of the room, but cannot be seen from the outside
view of the room.
Containment: An object is completely contained by another object, and there is occlusion from any point
of view.
The above situations still occur when users cross targets. How to employ crossing to better solve the
occlusion problem constitutes an important question. For proximity and intersection situations, Stoakley et
al. [53] proposed a miniature world technique. This provides users with a small window to display the virtual
environment. Users can operate on the "mini-world" to complete the selection of occluded objects. If users
select small objects in the mini-world using crossing, the selection accuracy is improved. For enclosement
and containment situations, Vanacken et al. [6] proposed translucent technology to alter the transparencies of
objects to make occluded objects visible. However, the spatial relationships between semi-transparent
objects may become unclear to users. If users select unclear objects using crossing instead of pointing, then
the selection difficulty is significantly decreased. Therefore, researchers and designers should consider
using the crossing paradigm instead of pointing when designing selection techniques for occlusion targets.
In summary, it is worth exploring how to select occluded targets using the crossing paradigm in a VR
environment.
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4 Summary
This study introduces target selection based on the crossing paradigm in VR, summarizes and analyzes the
factors affecting crossing in the input and visual spaces, and proposes a detailed classification framework.
The aim of our study is to provide a reference for target selection interaction design based on crossing in
VR environments.
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